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Q1 Rank in order of importance, what you believe Tioweró:ton should
focus on most (1 being the most valued and 7 being the least valued)

Answered: 109 Skipped: 0
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51.38% 56

44.95% 49
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Q2 What are the biggest challenges facing Tioweró:ton today? Select 3
Answered: 109 Skipped: 0
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Enforcement/Lack of consequences

Off road vehicles

Off season hunting

Lack of respect (including Break-ins, Lack of adult supervision)
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Q3 What opportunities do you see for the future of Tioweró:ton. Pick 3
Answered: 109 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 109  
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Small business opportunities

Safety/first aid training for community members

Creation of laws/Enforcement/consequences/Increased authority for caretakers)

Education

Use of medicines

Having a community building/community activities

Make Tioweró:ton into a gated community

Revisit Tioweró:ton Committee mandate/structure
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41.28% 45
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Q4 What are the biggest threats for the future of Tioweró:ton? Click 3
Answered: 109 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 109  
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Q5 How important is enforcement to you?
Answered: 109 Skipped: 0
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29.36% 32

21.10% 23

22.94% 25

20.18% 22

6.42% 7

Q6 What is the most important thing to ensure the land is available for all
to enjoy, in years to come?
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60.55% 66

22.02% 24

9.17% 10

4.59% 5

3.67% 4

Q7 Are you?
Answered: 109 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 109

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I do not hunt 2/10/2020 9:34 AM

2 We are a kahnesatake/kahnawake family that doest visit alot 2/7/2020 9:49 PM

3 Both kahnawakehronon and kanehsatakehronon who doesn’t visit often 2/7/2020 2:10 PM

4 HAD A CABIN THERE FOR 15 YEARS. LEFT BECAUSE OF GENERATORS,ATC LOD
MUSIC DRINKING

2/7/2020 8:59 AM
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Kahnawa'kehró:non who visits Tioweró:ton often

Kahnawa'kehró:non who doesn’t visit Tioweró:ton often

Kanehsatakehronon who visits Tioweró:ton often

Kahehsatakehronon who doesn’t visit Tioweró:ton often

Other (please specify)
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Q8 Any additional comments?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 68
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Limit the construction of new cabins. Have family shared cabin. As a Kanehsatakehronon there
is no fairness on how the terriroty is being use by Kahnawakehronon. Kahnawake has more
membership, but the lands are owned equally. Kanehsatakehronon we need to protect our
rights to these lands as much as Kahnawake. Something needs to be in place to protect our
rights as being a smaller community.

2/10/2020 12:56 PM

2 Tioweroton is a territory that is supposed to run on respect of the land and other people. But the
respect is gone and there needs to be consequences for people actions. Also there needs to be
a conservation presents to help preserve our ecology.

2/10/2020 10:41 AM

3 People talk about having respect but their is a lack of respect for the people and environment
like the kids who spied around stupid fast on bikes risking their health and making spending
time outside of your cabin next to impossible because of the dust pollution. Not to mention the
bikes racing are loud and disruptive and probably scare the local animals and they make
picking berries and walks impossible with my small children

2/10/2020 10:38 AM

4 This survey is leading. Questions are fine, but choices of answers lean towards justifying the
need for enforcement and creating a law or some sort of authority for caretakers. No matter
what answer you choose, the result action will be for the committee to create a law for
enforcement of all the disrespectful things people do. Also, having to choose 3 when i only
wanted to choose 2 for two questions is not good for the results. BUT, i understand. Not much
hope for people to make decisions based on respect anymore. Too much individualism and lack
of respect for the land. lately because of this i often get sad when i think about tioweroton.

2/10/2020 10:24 AM

5 In my opinion the major issue is the lack of respect for others. Years ago there was no need for
enforcement because nobody touched anything that didn't belong to them. If you did borrow
something like firewood from someone's porch you replaced it before you left. That was a
common understanding. This no longer exists today. I think proper education on the respect is
in order. I also believe there should be consequences for the lack of respect but at the same
time I don't agree with full time law enforcement either. There has to be a balance.

2/10/2020 10:15 AM

6 Stop expanding the cabin area 2/10/2020 10:08 AM

7 What happened to building a simple cabin, on blocks, did everyone forget, and then it was
never enforced? Today, there are too many 'cabins' that resemble 'homes'. Tioweró:ton is
supposed to be a place to get away and relax in nature. Why did we allow this to get out of
control!!

2/10/2020 10:06 AM

8 The dust is a major concern during the summer months. The kids drive way to fast back and
forth all day with numbers of passengers at one time per bike, there were elders complaining all
summer that they can't go on a nice walk to the falls or just down the main road due to this.
There has to be some sort of natural spread that can be put on the roads to keep the dust
down. Tioweroton should be zero tolerance but you can't tell people that like to sit on there
porch and have a drink. The age of drinking is out of hand there. Kids only go there to party
because it is a place they will not get caught, that is why I think the caretakers should be
allowed to intervene and if they are underage the parents are to be called and they must pick
there child up. To have this happen maybe there should be another caretaker located at the
entrance going towards JP's/bill Meloche cabin. With the caretakers there it is not enough
during the summer months as the population has increased over the years. The caretakers
have to start getting a little more strick with the kids recklessly driving around all day/night with
vehicles/ 4 wheelers. Example last summer I had my newphew on the bridge at the falls, this
girl who was maybe 16 was driving a F150 drunk trying to go over the bridge. We made her
back up because she was to close to us but of course she was a thug and started swearing and
everything else. Tioweroton use to be a peaceful relaxing place to go to. Now it's a underage
party hangout.

2/10/2020 9:43 AM

9 N/A 2/10/2020 9:06 AM

10 Too many people have forget what Tiowero:ton is there for, unfortunately when people loose
respect for each and nature, laws and enforcement are required.

2/10/2020 9:05 AM

11 This is where people Should be free to perform their personal, family, clan and community land
based ceremonies. So much of our lands have been stolen away that Tioweroton has the only
lands left for us to carry on some of our traditions! The land needs to be strong and clean for
this. People who use the land without respect for the waters, land, air and all life there need to
be educated about the traditional values of those people who brought us here...our ancestors. If

2/9/2020 6:56 PM
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we came from selfish people who had no respect or gratitude for all of creation" we would have
died out long ago. We need to educate for the future. There needs to be some limit to people
building mansions and then trying to protect them as if they were private property. Tioweroton is
almost the last of our common lands. Where will your grandchildren go?

12 The speed and use of vehicles. Making a quite time. Being on the main road we hear vehicles
all night long!!!! When you walk people don’t slow down or check to see if anyone is coming.
The quietness that we had when I was young. Bring back the peacefulness.

2/9/2020 4:17 PM

13 A place that has some structure, but not to lose the essence of what Tioweroton is suppose to
be for families. For example: we should be able to walk on the roads without dust pollution.

2/9/2020 12:51 PM

14 Don't send last minute notices of a meeting considering time to make arrangements due to
having more than one job, and distances with traffic, and because it is SHARED community,
have it IN Tioweró:ton not in Kahnawà:ke all the time.

2/9/2020 9:29 AM

15 There already is a community building up there . Forest fire is a huge threat , there is so much
dead brush that tioweroton is a match stick ready to go . Forest management is needed

2/9/2020 8:12 AM

16 Je parle français donc répond y de mon mieux avec se que jy comprenait 2/7/2020 4:25 PM

17 The survey is vague #1 put a time frame for noise i g atvs skidoo’s generators this way
everyone can enjoy the piece and quiet of our territory #2 as I am from Kanesatake I would like
to see more members of my community building without restrictions ( I have witnessed firsthand
being discourage from building) The guidelines specify that no boundaries be placed and
cabins that have been neglected be torn down and cleaned up at the former owners cost yet
within the territory there are buildings that have been left. fence lines and gates erected #4
anytime a meeting is held it is either in Kanesatake or kahnawake and without proper notice !
Why not hold these meetings for our territory on the territory in question and advise the people
that have Interest to attend not a day or two before the day of the meeting but more like two
weeks be so we can have a voice also have an end to closed door meetings #5 enforcement
should be done by the cabin owners as a collective enforcing the guidelines to whomever they
invite to our territory I.g. If i bring someone up to enjoy the area it is my responsibility and no
one else’s to ensure my invites respect and follow the guidelines #6 education, designated land
use as well as safety for all Pls make the results of this survey available to our community
members so we all have a input on our territory Thank you

2/7/2020 3:36 PM

18 Be fair or split it in half , it is meant to be shared territory and some are greedy and disrespectful
to others who try and build a camp there , one camp per family not 2 ,3 or more pre family .
Let's do thing right

2/7/2020 2:29 PM

19 Also notable are the constraints of land base VS growing populations. 2/7/2020 2:20 PM

20 I don’t go there anymore because of the total disrespect for what tioweró:ton was meant to be
used for. Rules were once respected and now theres the attitude of nobody tells me what to do.
This is our territory and we need to get attitudes to change in regards to peace quiet place to
visit and enjoy without alcohol disrespectful youth and adults.

2/7/2020 1:00 PM

21 It should be a place where we can respect the environment and walk our talk 2/7/2020 12:48 PM

22 Tiowero:ton should be a place for families to enjoy without four wheelers causing loud
noises/dust &

2/7/2020 11:21 AM

23 It's sad but we need to treat Tiowero:ton like a campsite, it needs checkpoints at every
entry/exit and community members must check in and out. This would eliminate break-ins and
vandalism. Caretakers would be informed of who exactly is on the territory in case of
emergency, accident, and who to check in on - when needed. It is also a safety issue, in case of
fire, the firemen would know if someone is in the cabin or not.

2/7/2020 10:47 AM

24 The territory is way too big for just thee caretakers to cover. There needs to be a regular staff of
caretakers who are commited to the preservation of the territory. More staff is needed, properly
trained and equiped to handle the situation that may arise in our remote territory.

2/7/2020 10:41 AM

25 Our people should be educated about this land and its history. Medicines and hunting practices
must be taken seriously and adhered to by ALL! Respect what we have and protect it for our
children and grandchildren and beyond..........

2/7/2020 9:23 AM

26 Trails and paths need to be cut,marked,trimmed. Some trails that have been thrashed by four
wheelers should have alternate routes put in place, so people can hike and not have to hike

2/7/2020 9:13 AM
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through knee high mud caused by four wheelers, this may help in assisting those who wish not
to have a hard time to go to places in the territory. Also have signs for hikers and be clearly
marked so no one gets lost .

27 Add showers in the main building for all to use. 2/7/2020 5:19 AM

28 We need to create laws and/or bylaws for Tioweroton to ensure fair use of the territory and
safety of those who go there. People need to stop building mega cabins and taking up more
than their allotted space. The land needs to be left as natural as possible so putting a cap on
cabin development should be considered - abandoned cabins should be demolished & the lots
given to new “owners” rather than continue giving new lots out. Lastly, we definitely need to
create clear laws for hunting based on our traditional practices of harvesting only what we need
for the year. It’s sickening to see people harvest more than one moose when you know one is
enough for a family for the season.

2/6/2020 11:51 PM

29 It’s no longer safe to walk the roads to the falls. Too much speeding by cars, trucks and ATVs. 2/6/2020 11:19 PM

30 Education is key and the root of many issues. Lack of knowing how to utilize and care for the
land results in all the disrespect everyone complains about. We cannot change everyone but
we can change the way we look at the land if we provide more education in the ways of
understanding the ecosystem. When you learn how to use and live off what it provides, you
gain respect for it. People don’t listen when you tell them to respect things. But, If we show
them How to use it, that will respect will come naturally. It starts young but can begin at any
time in your life.

2/6/2020 10:58 PM

31 Paid per use public showers 2/6/2020 7:34 PM

32 Understandably laws and enforcement would not be appreciated by community members but at
the same time we are losing a lot without consequences, going up there should be fair for every
community member aswell

2/6/2020 6:19 PM

33 Size restrictions on cabins. It's ridiculous! 2/6/2020 5:59 PM

34 Adults and children need to be educated on how to be a respectful driver. The problem is not
the offroad vehicles, its the way people are driving them and the parents not being held
accountable for their children. Also it seems that people don’t seem to have a limit to how many
fish they will catch at the lakes, take some for meals but 1 person catching 40 trout in 1
weekend is not cool. Maybe more monitoring of the lakes for that and also for the garbage that
everyone leaves :( a sign in and sign out book wouldnt hurt also, especially to know who is up
at the lakes.

2/6/2020 5:16 PM

35 Too many 4x4s and trucks. It's supposed to be like camping/hunting yet everyones got huge
houses and loud machines. Kids drinking and driving around all day/night dusting the place out
all summer long.

2/6/2020 5:08 PM

36 Education is important. If people are aware of how they should be acting, they're more likely to
act that way. Then enforcement may not have to be as a big a focus.

2/6/2020 4:57 PM

37 Preservation before exploitation. Keep our indigenous connection to Mother Earth n all that
creator shared with us.

2/6/2020 4:55 PM

38 A glitch with your number 5 comment. Also, more details on what a gated area means. Would
have liked to pick that but not sure it can really be done

2/6/2020 4:54 PM

39 Caretakers need to be more Present, been there3 times this winter for over night stay, only saw
1 caretaker at the front, never anywhere else, more presents, less break ins and whoever is
plowing the road should stop opening it up so big, it’s not kahnawake and people need to
understand that, it should only be plowed enough for a vehicle ,

2/6/2020 4:30 PM

40 Motorized vehicles are killing the territory. That's why I don't go - it isn't like it used to be and
that has to change. It is also owned jointly by Kanesatake and Kahnawake, and Kahnawake
shouldn't push its weight around just because their population is bigger.

2/6/2020 4:03 PM

41 people should not be allowed to do whatever the please on/in Tiowero:ton, those who do
should receive banishment for preset time-frames depending on the level of hard they pose to
the area.

2/6/2020 4:00 PM


